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Reviewer's report:

Major Compulsory Revisions: None

Minor essential revisions:

Line 46: add WHO before recommended

Lines 51-52: You can say mothers of unwanted pregnancies or wanted pregnancies, rather women with .... Please correct

Lines 118-122: Are these studies in other countries or Tanzania? Please specify

Line 122: Please mention what you mean by evidence being inconsistent

Line 125: Add a precision about what at a community means as mentioned in the text (CHW, TBA etc.)

Line 138: Correct

Line 151: Rather say the sample for this analysis included..

Line 165: Start by other variables of interests are: cite all them first before proceeding in describing how these were computed

Lines 241-243: Better to use an impersonal tone

Line 305-306: Edit English

Line 350: during neonatal period (I would suggest to also add antenatal)

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: Yes, and I have assessed the statistics in my report.
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